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A triple-center atomic-state method is proposed for treating ionization in low-energy ion-atom
collisions. This method intrinsically accounts for the %'annier mechanism, in which the electron
will not have been removed in a slow collision unless it is asymptotically at the point of unstable
equihbrium between the nuclei (the chosen third center). When applied to p-H collisions, the
method shows that most of the ionized electrons stay near the third center and that direct Coulomb
ionization and charge transfer to the continuum —accounted for by normal double-center
methods —are less important: The triple-center method dramatically raises the cross section above
that obtained using a double-center pseudostate basis, bringing it closer to the single early experi-
mental curve at energies below 15 keV.

I. INTRODUCTION

In electron-atom collisions at near-threshold energies,
Wannier proposed 30 years ago that ionization will not
occur unless both electrons move directly away from the
target nucleus in opposite directions, with the nucleus
remaining midway between the electrons, at the point of
unstable equilibrium. The energy dependence of the cross
section (the Wannier threshold law) was obtained by an
analysis of the three-body system when the particles are
widely separated and hence move classically. The abso-
lute magnitude of the cross section, however, could not be
determmed, ance j.t depends on the detailed quantum-
mechanical interactions when the particles were still close
together. In recent years, efforts have been made with
some success to make the arguments more rigorous, and
to generalize them to any breakup process among three
charged particles. '

In the case of ionization in very low-energy proton-
hydrogen-atom collisions, for example, one would expect
that the electron will not become free unless it moves

,along the equiforce point (the midpoint of the internuclear
line) as the nuclei slowly separate. What is a very low-
energy collision'7 According to Klar, the threshold energy
dependences which he derived for a large number of
breakup processes, including the p-H process, are only
valid up to a few eV above threshold. However, it is pro-
posed here that the basic mechanism —in which the free
electron remains localized at the equiforce point —may
persist to much higher energies, perhaps up to energies
not far below 25 keV (corresponding to 1 a.u. of velocity).

The triple-center atomic-state method may be well
suited to treating this mechanism. Bound atomic states
centered on the equiforce point C might be expected to
describe the electron localized there. In contrast, conven-
tional double-center methods (employing only basis func-
tions centered on the two nuclei A and 8) might well fail

to represent such a mechanism unless a very large basis of
pseudostates, including those with large angular momenta
& 2, is used: The (double-center) 46-atomic-state-plus-
pseudostate results of Fritsch and Lin are about a factor
of S below the only available experiment:al result at the
low energy of 7 keV; the (double-center) 70-scaled-
hydrogenic-pseudostate results of Shakeshaft (which only
extend down to 15 keV) also appear to be decreasing too
rapidly with decreasing energy. Single-center methods,
while correct in a purely formal sense, would require even
larger bases than double-center bases to describe ioniza-
tion.

In contrast, direct and charge-transfer excitation to the
2s and 2p states are treatable at low energies by a double-
center basis, at least provided intermediate coupling to
ionization states is small: The double-center results of
Fritsch and Lin generally agree well with the I.S—15-keV
triple-center results of the present authors. (The scaled-
hydrogenic-pseudostate results of Shakeshaft also general-
ly agree in the overlapping energy range. ) The different
placement of united-atoms orbitals in the modified AO +
method (the Fritsch-Lin method ) and the triple-center
method is not very important for treating excitation and
electron transfer.

In the present study of ionization, the energy range of
interest is again 1.5—15 keV. In this range, the bound and
continuum states may be strongly coupled, and the rela-
tive importance of individual states —states in the "nor-
mal continuum" (centered on A and 8) and states in the
localized continuum (centered on C) (as well as bound
states centered on A and 8)—must be tested.

At lower energies ((500 eV), SethuRaman, Thorson,
and Lebeda' have argued that first-order perturbation
theory within a molecular framework is valid. They have
found that only couplings from the 2pcr„and 2psr„states
(which correlate to ungerade combinations of is&, is&
and 2p)g, 2p)g, respectively, ln the separated-atoms limit)
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to the first few continuum o„and m.„states are important.
These couplings will be seen to be of crucial importance in
the present triple-center calculation.

Further, in the energy range of their calculations they
have assumed the nuclei follow a classical 2pcr„ trajecto-
ry. In the higher-energy range of the present calculations,
the trajectory has reasonably been assumed to be
straight.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II the
triple-center method will be summarized and numerical
checks presented; in Sec. III the role of individual states in
the basis will be assessed, ionization probabihties versus
impact parameter and total ionization cross sections will
be presented, and cross sections will be compared with
other theoretical and with experimental results. Unless
otherwise indicated, Hartree's atomic units are used.

described at greater length in Ref. 6 otherwise follows
through unchanged except for the generalization of basis
functions described in this section.

The orthonormal atomic wave functions haik and eigen-
values ek in Eq. (2) are obtained by diagonalizing the
atomic Hamiltonian

H~ = ——,7 —Z~/r~

in a finite basis of hydrogenic functions PJ~(zj~, r~) of ef-
fcctlvc cllal'gcs zi~:

II. THEORY
A. Pormulation

What follows is a summary of the triple-center method.
Generalizations from that described previously will be
noted.

The time-dependent electronic wave function %'(r, t) is
expanded in a basis of exact or approximate traveling
atomic orbitals fk (r, t) on three centers a=A, 8, and C:

%(r, t)= gak (t)fk (r, t),
k, a

where

fk~(r, t)=gk~(r~(r, t))exp( irk t+iq—v. r ,'iq~u t), ——

each fk being an exact or approximate atomic wave
function —bound or continuum —centered on nucleus a
with corresponding eigenvalue ok~, and r~ and r being
the electronic position vectors relative to the center o, and
the origin (here taken to be the midpoint of the internu-
clear line), respectively. (The velocity of nucleus 8 rela-
tive to nucleus A is v.)

The quantity p is here taken to be Zq /(Zz +ZI'I ).
This fllxcs C to bc tllc cqlllfolcc polllt. Fol' pl'otoll-
hydrogen colhsions (and other collisions involving equal
nuclei), the equiforce point coincides with the center of
charge. In our two previous papers, ' which treated elec-
tron transfer and excitation in proton-hydrogen collisions,
we suggested that the proper generalization to asymmetric
systems was to choose C to be the center of charge (nearer
the more highly charged nucleus). The Wannier mecha-
nism for ionization, however, strongly suggests that one
choose C to be the equiforce point (nearer the less highly
charged nucleus). With this present choice of C, the
above definition of p follows, rather than p =Zz/Zc
(with Zc ——Z~+ZII ) as in Refs. 5 and 6; the formulation

Jmax

4k.= g CkJAJ .
j=1

(6)

The orthonormal basis functions PJ~(zj~, r~) are them-
selves exact bound-state eigenfunctions of the Hamiltoni-
ans

with eigenvalues ej, that is,

IIka( 00 ) '51sA. ka ~

and the probability for ionization at a given impact pa-

This set of hydrogenic basis functions can possibly be
made sufficiently complete by choosing the effective
charges zj appropriately. (Alternatively, a basis of
Slater-type orbitals of various effective charges could be
used. ) If zj =Z, then eJ =cj and PJ =P~ (i.e., the
basis function PJ~ is also an eigenfunction of H~), and the
traveling orbital fj is "exact." If not, then some of the
eigenvalues ek of H will usually be positive, partially
representing the continuum of 0; this is the way in
which the present calculation for ionization may depart
from our previous one for excitation and electron
transfer. The role, if any, of the normal continuum on 2
and 8 in the triple-center method can now be tested. The
specific choices of the effective charges zj~ will be de-
ferred to Sec. III.

As in Ref. 6, the expansion for 4'(r, t), given by Eq. (l),
is substituted into the full time-dependent Schrodinger
equation, multiplied by fk~, and integrated over all space,
yielding a set of coupled, first-order differential equations
for the expansion coefficients ak (t). As in Ref. 6, the
matrix elements in the coupled equations connect fk and
fktt, and hence the eigenfunctions pk and tpktI of H
In the present case, however, each matrix element between

and pk @ is now expressible fby means of Eq. (6)] as a
linear combination of matrix elements between the similar
basis fllllctlolls p & and p ~tI.

The coupled equations for the ak~(t)'s are solved as be-
fore with the initial condition
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tant, partly due to the larger energy gaps, but also due to
the smaller matrix elements (provided carefully chosen
translational factors are used). (It should be mentioned
here that before doing the first-order calculations, they
have, correctly, strongly coupled the 2po.„and 2pm„
states. ) Indeed, the shape of the curve pP(p) versus p is
only weakly energy dependent over the entire energy range
1.5—15 keV of the present calculation (see Fig. 1), sug-
gesting an energy-independent mechanism for ionization.
That the single peak in the curve at a given energy occurs
very near the one for 2p excitation (not shown) confirms
that the 2p~„state plays a critical role in ionization.

Before proceeding further with a discussion of the role
of individual states, it is appropriate here to point out
what does not appear to be widely understood: that at low

energies where ungerade states predominate in describing
ionization, charge transfer to the continuum and direct
ionization must be equally likely in a double-center-
treatment. In his double-center scaled-hydrogenic pseudo-
state calculations for E) 15 keV, Shakeshaft found
charge-transfer ionization to dominate up to the cross
section's peak at 60 keV. (The effect is only meaningful
provided the same functions are placed on each nucleus. )

(In contrast, direct ionization dominates at higher ener-
gies. ) However, this dominance does not extrapolate to
lower energies. Indeed, Fritsch and Lin have found their
cross sections for direct- and charge-transfer ionization to
nearly merge at about 5 keV. Of course, it is contended
here that at low energies, a double-center treatment will
not give the correct magnitude of the cross section
without an intractably large basis including large angular
momenta )2 to describe the triple-center character of the
ionization process; nevertheless, the equality of the two
kinds of ionization cross sections must hold at low ener-
gies even for a smaller basis if the relevant part of the
electronic wave function is to have the correct ungerade
symmetry.

Since the ungerade states are by far the more important
ones, the study of the contributions of particular states
will largely be restricted to ungerade states. The minimal
ungerade basis has been found to consist of bound states
on each center: all states up to 3d on A and 8, and all
states up to 4f on C, i.e., is„~,2s~ s, . . . , 3dz„
2pp &c 3pp &c 4pp &c,4fp & z 3c. Note that there are ten
bound ungerade states on 3 and 8 (when combined to
give the correct symmetry) and ten bound ungerade states
on C, each of the latter having the effective charge Zc =2
of the united atom. The states on C, in addition to
representing molecular wave functions in the united-
atoms limit, represent the continuum localized at the third
center C, the point of unstable equilibrium. Note that, by
symmetry, the third-center states 1s&,2s&, 3sc,
3dp ~ 2~, . . . are excluded from the ungerade basis; these
and other gerade states will begin to become important
only at higher energies (see below).

That this 20-state ungerade triple-center basis is ade-
quate can be seen from the only small effects of additional
ungerade states shown in Table I. Calculating these tabu-
lated values of the ionization probability P(p) has taken
considerable computing time: typically 40 min. on an
IBM 3081 computer for each E and p. (Both the evalua-

tion of matrix elements and the integration of the coupled
equations take a long time. ) Therefore the tests were re-

stricted to a single impact parameter p at each energy E
near where pP(p) is a maximum.

Consider first the effect of the normal continuum cen-
tered on A and 8. In their double-center atomic-state-
plus-pseudostate calculation, Fritsch and Lin augmented
their bound-atomic-state basis —the same as ours —with
five ls hydrogenic pseudostates having effective charges
z=0.5, 0.8, 1.25, 1.5625, and 2.4414 and eight 2p hydro-
genic pseudostates having effective charges z =—', , 1.8,
2.9, and 4.48. These pseudostates yielded some small pos-
itive eigenvalues ek~ (=eke) of the true atomic Hamil-
tonian Hz (and Hs), and led to ionization cross sections
quite stable (to within 10%%uo) with respect to the enlarge-
ment of the basis of angular momentum 0 and 1. (They
did not include pseudostates of angular momentum
greater than 1.) We will consider the effect of essentially
these same pseudostates when added to the previously
described 20-state ungerade triple-center basis. As far as
s states are concerned, the only differences (from the
Fritsch-Lin basis) are that at 5.16 and 11.11 keV, the
eigenfunctions gk~ and /k' of the highest eigenvalue

ekz ——ekz ——+ 13 were dropped and that at 1.563 keV the
eigenfunctions Pk ~ and Pks of the next highest eigen-
value ek q

——ek z -=+ 2.3 were also dropped. A test by us
at 1.563 keV with a limited basis (not shown) indicated
that even dropping the second eigenfunction pair affects
the ionization probability by only l%%uo. (Owing to the en-

ergy phase, the corresponding matrix elements oscillate so
rapidly, particularly at the lowest energy, that very little
flux goes into these states. ) Referring to Table I, it is seen
that the effect of adding these s-state wave functions to
the 20-state basis is only 7.2—14.7%. In the case of p
pseudostates, the pseudostates of the highest effective
charge, z=4.48, were dropped rather than the eigenfunc-
tions of highest eigenvalue, eqa-=+ 4.6; the effects of
the two basis reductions would probably be similar since
compact pseudostates have components of short wave-

length and hence high energy. Referring again to Table I,
it is seen that the effect of adding these p-state functions
to the 20-state basis is also small: 2.0—9.5%%uo. Thus the s
and p parts of the normal continuum are estimated to
separately change the ungerade part of the triple-center
ionization probability by less than 15%; their combined
effects (if they are simply additive) are still less than 15%.

At energies E) 10 keV, their effects on the small but
now non-negligible gerade ionization probability need also
to be considered. Expressed in absolute terms or as a per-
cent of the total ionization probability, their effects on the
gerade probability are seen in Table I to be small at 11
keV: less than 10%%uo, and the total effect (gerade plus
ungerade) is also less than 15%%uo. In summary, we have
the important result that the bound states localized on the
equiforce point C are the primary ionization channels.

Some additional tests were carried out to ensure that
this bound-state basis on center C is itself stable. Refer-
ring to Table I, it is seen that at each of the three energies
given, the combined effects of the 5pp ~c and 6pp &~ states
do not exceed 9%. Two other tests were carried out at
only the lowest energy: The pseudostates Spp ~~ and
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TABLE I. Probabilities of ionization I'{p) in p-H collisions using various triple-center bases. At
each of the given projectile s energies E (keV), the impact parameter p is near where pI'(p) is a max-

imum.

Ungerade basis

20 states'
+ 4$A —B~ 5$A —B~ 6$A —B

+ 7$A —B

(E,p)= (1.563,1)

0.00442
0.005 07

{5.16,1.25)

0.0306

0.0272

(11.11,1.5)

0.0517

0.0554

20 states
+ 4PO 1A+B~ 5PO 1A+B~ 6@0 1A +B

0.00442
0.004 18"

0.0306
0 0300"

0.0517
O.O468"

20 states —4P0, 1c
+ 4P0, 1c
+ 5P0, 1c
+ 6@0,1c

0.002 19
0.00442
0.004 65
0.004 30

0.0306
0.0301
O.O292"

0.0517
0.0517
0.0562"

20 states
+ 5P0, 1c~ 6P0, 1c

0.00442
0.003 80

20 states
+ ~f0, 1,2, 3C

0.00442
0.00408

16 states
+ 4$A +B~ 5$A +B~ 6$A +B~ 7$A +B

Gerade basis
0.0062
0.0038

16 states
+ 4P0, 1A —B~5P0, 1A —B,6P0, 1A —B

0.0062
O.OO41"

'The 20 states include all ungerade combinations of states on A and B up to 3d and all ungerade states
on C up to 4f. (In a given row, the basis in each group consists of all functions listed down to and in-

cluding those in that row. )
'The pseudostates have been obtained by means of the additional 1sq z basis functions with effective

charges 0.5, 0.8, 1.25, 1.563, and 2.4414 (Ref. 7). The pseudostates with the two highest eigenvalues

have been deleted.
'The pseudostates are as in footnote b except that only the pseudostate with the highest eigenvalue has

been deleted.
The pseudostates are obtained by means of the additional 2p01A+B basis functions with effective

charges 0.66667, 1.8, and 2.9 (Ref. 7, with the function of effective charge 4.48 deleted),
'The pseudostates are obtained by means of the additional 2p01c basis functions with effective charges
0.666 67 and 1.0.
The 16 states include all gerade combinations of states on A and B up to 3d and all gerade states on C

up to 3d.
~These pseudostates are the gerade counterparts of those in footnotes c and d.
"The ungerade state 3sA B or the gerade state 3sA+B has been deleted.

6pc ic defined in Table I were found to have an effect of
14%, and the bound states 5fc i 2 3C were found to have
an effect of 8%. In summary, the combined effects of the
neglected states centered on C are probably not more than
20%. The neo ic states are the most important ionization
states, which is not inconsistent with the observation of
SethuRaman, Thorson, and Lebeda' for lower energies
that the vapo. „and cpm„states are the most important
ones.

B. Comparison of ionization cross sections
with experimental and other theoretical values

There are no experimental ionization cross sections at
the very lowest energies of the present results. Consider
first the low-energy results of SethuRaman, Thorson, and

Lebeda' using first-order perturbation theory with molec-
ular states, as shown in Fig. 2. (The present results are
also given in Table II.) It is seen that on a log-log scale,
their four cross sections lie closely on a straight line
which obeys the simple power law Q =cE . (The two
lower points give an exponent of 2.912, while the two
higher ones give 3.005.) This line, when extrapolated by
1.5 orders of magnitude, ties in fairly well with our
lowest-energy triple-center point (within a factor of 1.8).
The deviation of the ionization cross section from a
straight line at higher energies may well reflect the closely
coupled nature of the states at these energies. The ex-
ponent of 3.0 which fits the power law of their results is
far smaller than the exponent determined by Klar —of
the order of 100—in the power law for ionization near
threshold: At 100 to 500 eV the cross section drops by 3,
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FIG. 3. Cross sections for ionization in proton-hydrogen col-
lisions. The theoretical results are as follows: and &&, tri-

ple center, present results; ———,double-center atomic-state-
plus-pseudostate, Fritsch and Lin (Ref. 7); ———,double-
center scaled-hydrogenic pseudostate, Shakeshaft (Ref. 9) (at
15-30 keV displaced from dashed curve for clarity); Q, numeri-
cal solution, Terlecki, Grun, and Scheid (Ref. 17). The experi-
mental results are as follows: o, Fite, Stebbings, Hummer, and
Brackmann (Ref. 8); , Shah and Gilbody (Ref. 14);, Park,
Aldag, George, Peacher, and McGuire (Ref. 15, renormalized to
the data of Ref. 14 at 200 keV).

FIG. 2. Cross sections for ionization in proton-hydrogen col-
lisions using the triple-center coupled-atomic-state method ()&,
present results) and a first-order-perturbation molecular-state
method (0, SethuRaman, Thorson, and Lebeda, Ref. 10). The
straight line is an extrapolation of the first-order results to
higher energies.

rather than roughly 100, orders of magnitude for every
order-of-magnitude decrease in energy. Nevertheless, it
appears that the fundamental mechanism —ionization to
states localized near the equiforce point —holds over the
entire range of energies from threshold to at least IS keV.

The present triple-center results are compared with ex-
perimental and other theoretical results at higher energies

1.563
3.0
5.16
8.0

11.11
15.0

0.00921
0.0407
0.106
0.193
0.313
0.480

'The basis consists of 20 ungerade states and, at the four higher
energies, also 16 gerade states, defined in footnotes a and f of
Table I.

TABLE II. Cross sections Q for ionization in p-H collisions
at various projectile energies E using a triple-center basis. '

E (keV) g I10-" cm'I

in Fig. 3. Only the data of Fite, Stebbings, Hummer, and
Brackrnann extend at least partly down into the energy
range of the present results. Although they are at some-
what higher energies, the experimental data of Shah and
Gilbody' and Park, Aldag, George, Peacher, and
McGuire' are also shown up to 50 keV. The omitted to-
tal error limits on the data of Shah and Gilbody are less
then 10%; the data of Park et al. have been renormalized
to that of Shah and Gilbody at 200 keV and thus have a
small uncertainty in normalization (also omitted). The
uncertainty in the normalization of the data of Fite et al.
is not clear. ' All three sets of data agree closely near the
cross section's peak at roughly 50 keV. However, the very
limited data of Park et al. appears to decline more steeply
with decreasing energy than the data of Fite et al. The
data of Park et al. may slightly favor the triple-center re-
sults over the double-center results. Despite the disagree-
ment of the data of Fite et al. with both the double- and
triple-center results, these data clearly favor the latter: At
the lowest experimental energy of 7.2 keV, the lower ex-

perllmentai error limit is "only" 4&% above the triple-
center result whereas it is a factor of 4 above the double-
center atomic-state-plus-pseudostate result of Fritsch and
Lin. Although not calculated to as low an energy, the
trend of the double-center scaled-hydrogenic-pseudostate
results of Shakeshaft appears to be very similar to that of
Fritsch and Lin. At their lowest energy, the double-center
results of Fritsch and Lin differ by a large factor of 3
from the triple-center result.

At energies of at least 25 keV there also exist theoreti-
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cal cross sections which Terlecki, Grun, and Scheid' ob-
tained by numerically solving the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation. At 25 keV the cross section is
significantly —about a factor of 2—above that of the
double-center methods, ' but agrees with the experimen-
tal result of Fite et al. The extrapolation to lower ener-
gies cannot be predicted.

Not shown in Fig. 3 are the three other theoretical cross
sections which extend down to the range of energies of the
present results: the results of a single-center calculation
by Janev and Presnyakov, ' a Glauber calculation by Gol-
den and McGuire, ' and a fully classical calculation by
Banks, Barnes, and Wilson. The single center and
Glauber results enjoy good agreement with the experimen-
tal results of Fite et al. However, both of these calcula-
tions are based on lower-order theories of questionable va-
lidity at these low energies: The double-center results of
Fritsch and Lin and of Shakeshaft clearly show that
charge transfer to the continuum —not explicitly included
in the single-center calculation —is important. Further, at
most three states (the initial state, a particular continuum
state, and the 2p target state) were simultaneously coupled
in each single-center calculation. The Glauber calculation
is based on a higher-energy first-order method which has
no a priori validity in the strong-coupling region at lower
energies. The classical results of Banks et al. (which are

consistent with the earlier results of Abrines and Per-
cival ' and Banks and the later results of 01son and
Salop ) enjoy no such agreement with experiment: They
decrease too rapidly with decreasing energy, being an or-
der of magnitude too low at 12.5 keV. This is not surpris-
ing: While even at low energies the electron probably
behaves classically at large distances from the nuclei (e.g. ,
when it is asymptotically at the equiforce point), it
behaves quantum mechanically in the inner "reaction
zone" at these energies.

In summary, the triple-center method yields stable ioni-
zation cross sections at low-kilo-electron-volt energies
which are much larger than those of double-center
methods. The triple-center method intrinsically accounts
for the Wannier mechanism, in which the free electron
remains localized near the equiforce point —the chosen
third center. The limited experimental results favor the
triple-center cross sections over those of the double-center
methods.
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